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Several properties of complexity classes and sets associated with them are studied. 
An open problem, the enumerability of complexity classes, is settled by exhibition of 
a measure with some nonenumerable classes. Classes for natural measures are found 
to occupy the same isomorphism type; and a criterion for measures comes from this 
finding. General results about measures and unsolvability are presented and constraints 
are placed on complexity classes o that they possess identical properties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of computational complexity is to classify and study the functions which 
are computable (or recursive). This is usually done by placing them into some context 
using an important characteristic of the function. 
In automata theory the recursive functions have been classified by limiting the 
basic resources used in computation. This resource-bounded complexity began with 
the consideration of Turing machine computations using a limited amount of tape 
[14, 18] or time [8]. 
All of the recursive functions were placed in complexity classes according to how 
difficult they were to compute, or how much of a "natural" resource they used. For 
time of computation these classes are defined as follows. 
DEFINITION. The class of t-computable functions: 
R t ~- {f] There is a Turing machine which computes f (x)  within t(x) steps}. 
These classes possess many interesting properties and were studied extensively for 
a number of years. More information on this can be obtained from [2]. 
* Much of this work was done while the author was at Cornell University. Some of these 
results were first announced at the Second Annual Symposium on the Theory of Computing 
in May 1970 at Northampton, Mass. An expanded version appears in the author's thesis ll0]. 
This research as been supported in part by National Science Foundation grants GJ-155 and 
GJ-579. 
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Later, a general set of axioms for measures of computation [1] was presented. This 
involved taking an admissible enumeration [16] of Turing machines (or partial 
recursive functions) denoted by : M 0 , 1141, M 2 ,... and assigning a measure or step 
counting function q)0, q~l, ~2 ,... to each machine. The set of measures is designated 
as q~ and these measures must obey the following two rules: 
(I) Mi(x) halts ~ ~i(x) halts; 
(2) There is a recursive function C such that for all i, m, and n: 
if q~ i(m) n C(i, m, n )~ ]~ 
otherwise. ~u 
This first axiom indicates that whenever some function computes a value, then a cost 
of computation can be associated with it. And according to the second rule, the question 
"Does it cost n to compute Mi(m) ?" is always recursive. 
These axioms allow a very general set of measures for which many interesting results 
have been derived. The complexity classes formed from the general measures have 
been studied extensively in regard to their structural [12, 3] and naming properties [2]. 
Also the properties of operators [5, 13] have been noted. 
Unfortunately, many of the measures allowed under the axioms are so general that 
not all of the intuitively desirable properties are preserved. With time and tape as 
measures, complexity classes are recursively enumerable (r.e.) but a measure is defined 
here so that some of the classes are not. Other properties uch as finite invariance and 
infiniteness are not preserved by measures either. 
Therefore some condition must be added to the original two axioms to preserve 
properties throughout the complexity classes and if possible, to eliminate the 
undesirable properties. It is reasonable to expect complexity classes to be r.e. and to 
conform by possessing the same properties. This condition is formalized and named 
conformity. When complexity classes are examined according to it, the general 
measures are found to differ remarkably from the natural measures such as tape length 
or time of computation. Then some general results on limits and independence of 
several kinds of conformity are explored. 
Next, some restrictions in addition to the two axioms are placed on measures until 
the measures conform. This is done for both the recursive functions and the primitive 
recursive functions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The notation which remains to be explained is mostly from recursion theory. These 
concepts are defined briefly here, but [17] contains a more extensive xplanation. 
57I/5/3-7 
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DEFINITION. A is 1 - -  1 reducible to B (A ~ l  B) iff there is a 1 -- 1, recursive 
function g such that for all x: 
x e A ~ g(x) ~ B. 
DEFINITION. A is 1 -- 1 equivalent o B (A ~ i  B or A --~ B) iff A ~ i  B and 
B ~ i  A. (A and B are said to belong to the same 1-degree.) 
DEFINITION. A is Turing reducible to B (A ~r  B) iff there is a Turing machine 
with B written on one tape which can decide membership n A. 
DEFINITION. A is Turing equivalent to B (A ~r  B) iff A ~T B and B ~r  A. 
Hierarchies which result from the reducibilities outlined above can be used to 
describe sets very precisely, but almost no intuitive information about a set is given by 
its reducibility information. Therefore, another hierarchy, the Arithmetical Hierarchy, 
will be used in conjunction with the 1-degrees. This hierarchy reflects the structure 
of a set according to the number of alternating quantifiers in the expression of its 
membership roblem. The membership roblem for a Zn set will begin with a "3" 
and contain  alternating quantifiers, while a/-/n set begins with a "V". 
A pictorial representation f the Arithmetical Hierarchy appears as Fig. 1. The lines 
slanting down towards the right denote the upper boundaries of the Z,  areas, while 
the lines slanting down to the left form the top of the/-/ .  areas. 
E3 ~ H3 
E2 ~ Hz 
El ~ El 
No= [I 0 
FIG. 1. The arithmetic hierarchy. 
The intersection of Z i and /I1 is where the recursive sets are found and is called Z o 
o r /7  0 . The recursively enumerable sets all belong to Z i and the locations of the following 
well-known sets are indicated in Fig. 1. 
(a) ~9~ = {il  Mi never accepts} is /71-complete [17]. 
(b) ~gFinite ---- {il Mi accepts a finite set} is Z~-complete [17]. 
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(c) ON = {i] M i accepts everything} = g2 Total 
= {i I Mi is a total function} is H2-complete [17]. 
(d) QBound = {i ] the range of Mi is bounded} 
= {i ] i ~ ON and 3kVx[Mi(x ) ~ k]} is in 273 n /73  [9]. 
(e) OCofinite ~ {i ] M i accepts a cofinite set} is Z'a-complete [17]. 
The set A is Xn-complete iff for any set B ~ Zn,  B 41A. H.-complete sets are 
defined similarly. 
3. COMPLEXITY CLASSES AND ENUMERABILITY 
Most of the interesting results in computational complexity have been about the 
complexity classes or the classes of t-computable recursive functions. These classes 
are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. The class of t-computable functions is: 
Rt ~ = {total f l there is some Mi = f such that q~i(x) ~ t(x) almost everywhere 
(for all but a finite number of x)} 
(When q) is time then Rt r will denote these classes and Ri L will be used for tape length 
as a measure.) 
These classes have been studied in detail for time and tape as measures [8, 18] and 
some of the desirable properties which were found carry over to complexity classes 
defined from general measures. 
One important property of complexity classes under the "natural" measures was 
the fact that the classes were r.e. [8]. In [19], Young wondered if this was true for 
classes defined from general measures. Regretfully, it is not, and this result is presented 
here and also has been shown independently by Landweber and Robertson [15]. 
Before this can be shown, however, some preliminaries are in order. 
To describe classes and their members more intuitively a set of algorithms for 
computing them must be given. This set "presents" the class and is defined: 
DEFINITION. The set A is a presentation for the class C iff A contains an index for 
each member of C and all elements of A are indices for members of C, or 
C_ {f  I 3i[i ~ A A Mi = f]}. 
The presentation which immediately comes to mind is the complete presentation 
or index set for a class. 
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DEFINITION. The set A is the index set for the class _C iff: 
A = {i[ M~ =f~ C}. 
Usually the index set for the class of functions C will be designated g2C. (g2C is 
used for classes of functions rather than @C since @ has been used in the literature for 
classes of sets.) 
DEFINITION. A class is r.e. iff it has an r.e. presentation. (This means that the class 
is also recursive via the well-known "padding" trick). 
An interesting type of class is one where an algorithm for any member of the class 
can be matched with an element of some standard presentation for the class. These 
classes are used below and are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. _C is a matchable class iff there is a recursive g and recursive presen- 
tation d such that 
i ~ f2C" ~ g(i) E A and Mi = Mo(i). 
EXAMPLES. (a) Const = {the constant functions}. Let 
a = {a0, a l ,  as ,...) where Vx[Ma,(x) = k] 
and for any x define g(i) ---- aM~(~) 9
(b) C = {fn} for some recursive set of functions such that Vx[fn(x) < fn+l(x)]. 
(e.g., fn(x) = n~.) 
(c) _C = (f.} for some recursive set of functions such that 
3k•r(Vx > k)[f,(x) < f,+t(x)]. 
(Functions built from polynomials of degree n would be of this type.) 
Now a measure will be constructed using a matchable class so that an Rt ~ from this 
new measure is not r.e. Any of the examples will work, but (a) will be used for reasons 
of clarity. 
THEOREM 1. For any recursive t there is a measure (13 such that Rt ~ is not recursively 
enumer able. 
Proof. Let A = {a0, a I ,...} be a recursive presentation of the class Const where 
for all x, Mak(x ) = k. Then for any measure q~, consider 
l0 if i ~- ak and Mk(k) does not halt in ~x  steps 
~)i(x) ~- t(x) + ~bi(x ) + 1 otherwise 
Note that Rt ~s ---- Ro ~ and M% e Ro ~ <=> Mk(k) never halts. 
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Two things must be shown in order to prove the theorem. ~ must be demonstrated 
to be a measure and the nonenumerability of Rt * must be shown. This proceeds as 
follows: 
(a) ~ is a measure since 
(1) ~i(x) halts <:> Mi(x ) halts since all M% are total and 9 is a measure; 
(2) ~(i, m, n) (~i(m) = n) is recursive since it can be described as 
{C(i,m,n--t(m)-- 1) if n>~t(m)+ 1 and 
] (a) i 6 A or 
C(i, m, n) = ~ (b) i = a~ and Mk(h) halts in ~m steps, 
I1 if n = 0, i = ak and Mk(k) does not halt in ~m steps, 
\0 otherwise. 
(b) Rt ~ ~- R0 ~ is not r.e. 
Assume Rt * is r.e. and let B = {b 0 , b 1 .... } be an r.e. presentation of it. Due to the 
construction of ~, all bk must be indices for constant functions, and in fact 
Mb,(x) = k ~ Mb, = Mo.  
Therefore, the set {a/bo(x), amh(x ) .... } is an r.e. set and is exactly the set 
{al~ ]M,(k) never halts}. 
This set is obviously recursively isomorphic to the well-known set K" = {k[Mk(k ) 
never halts} which is not r.e. 
So from this contradiction, it can be concluded that Rt ~ is not r.e. 
In the construction of the previous proof, the productive set K" was used in order 
to produce a non-r.e, class of total functions. This particular class of functions happens 
to be a productive class as in Dekker and Myhill [7]. Other kinds of non-r.e, classes 
are the immune (do not contain any infinite r.e. subclasses), and comesoic (neither 
productive nor immune) classes. 
By selecting the proper set (in place of K), an immune or comesoic lass Rt * could 
be formed. Another interesting aspect of the construction is that if ~ had been formed 
from q~ ~ time, then ~ would have many natural properties but not all of the 
complexity classes would be r.e. 
4. A CRITERION FOR MEASURES 
This nonenumerability of complexity classes points out one of the problems of 
general measures. No important properties are possessed by all complexity classes of 
all measures. In order to remove pathologies from complexity classes and isolate the 
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"natural" measures, it seems that properties must be uniform throughout the 
complexity classes. A property of the 1 -- 1 reducibility ordering is that any two sets 
in the same 1-degree possess exactly identical properties. This is true of the natural 
measures as in shown in the next result. The proof may be done more elegantly via 
two theorems in [11] but it is presented here to emphasize that the r.e.-ness of Rt ~r 
and the fact that each Rt r contains all finite variants for some function are important 
properties of time as a measure. 
TnzOR~M 2. R~ r ~ 12Bound. 
Proof. (a) Rt r 4112Bound. 
Since Rt r is an r.e. class [8] for time as a measure, let A = {a0, a 1 ,...} be an r.e. 
presentation for Rt r. Then for any Mi ,  define the machine Ms(i) as follows: 
I the least k such that E {0,..., X) 
J M,(O) = Ma~(O),..-, M,(x) = Mak(x); 
Ma(~)(x) = jx  if the above condition is not satisfied; 
I diverge if any of M~(0),..., Mi(x ) diverge. 
Therefore, if i ~ zQR~ r, then for some a~ ~ A, Mi = M~ and so Vx[Mv~)(x ) <~ hi. 
I f  i 6 $2Rt r then no a~ will be found and so M~I,) will be unbounded. Thus 
i ~ g2Rt r .*> g(i) E S2Bound. 
(b) $2Bound <~1 ORt r. 
For any r.e. Rt *, there is a function b which majorizes the class [2]. Also, every R~ r
contains at least one function and all its finite variants. Therefore, select some f in 
Rt r so that all of its finite variants are also in Rt r, and, for any ]Vii, define 
(f(x) if Mi(x) ~ maxiM,(0),..., M, fx -- 1)] 
M~,~(x) = l b(x) + 1 if M,(x) > maxiM,(0) ..... M~(x - 1)]; 
( diverge if any of Mi(O) ..... Mi(x) diverge. 
Therefore M~c,) is total if Mi is total, and if M~ is bounded, then Mg(i) will be a finite 
variant o f f  and, therefore, a function in Rt r. 
This proof can be easily duplicated for any of the natural' measures, and thus an 
interesting property is revealed. For natural measures, all of the index sets of the 
complexity classes fall into the same 1-degree; in fact, the 1-degree of [2Bound. This 
means that all of the ORt z and g2Rt T possess exactly the same properties. The following 
condition on measures is suggested by this fact. 
Drrir~moN, 4~ conforms (on OR~ ~) iff for all recursive t1 and t 2 , ~2R~t -- s 
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This definition can be easily extended to Turing-reducibility in the obvious manner. 
Unfortunately, Turing conformity turns out to be the only conformity exhibited by 
general measures. 
THEOREM 3. Every ~b T-conforms (on f2Rtr 
Proof. The "oracle machine" M oEqual which has 
g2Equal = {(i,j} [ Vx[mi (x  ) = Ms(x)] } (or all pairs of identical machines) 
written on its reference tape will be used in this proof, (2Equal is a well-known 
H2-complete set, and therefore can decide membership roblems in the Turing-degree 
containing (b), (c), and (d) in Fig. 1. 
Also, the following two presentations are used: 
A : {a 0 , a 1 ,...} : presentation of Rt ~, 
B = {b0, b I .... } = presentation of PR -- Rt r 
where PR is the class of all partial recursive functions. The set A used here will be 
defined later as It% which is Z 2 set. Landweber and Robertson have shown the set B 
to be r.e. [15]. Therefore both A and B can be enumerated or listed by M aEqual. 
This machine operates (when given input i) by listing the sequence ao, bo, a 1 , b 1 ,... 
and checking the pairs (a 0 , i}, (b o , i}, etc. against he pairs on the reference list. 
Sooner or later, some (am, i} or (b~, i} will match a pair on the reference tape 
and then the machine halts and outputs 
~/iS~EquaZ(i)=ll 0 if (a~,i}eI2Equal 
if (b, , i} ~ 12Equal 
Therefore, DRt a" ~rf2Equal and, since DEqua l -  ON ~l  DRt r the result 
follows. (ON 41 QRt* is an easy construction in [11]). 
The previous theorem is quite interesting because it shows that all Rt ~ are confined 
to the Turing degree of 0 Finite, ON, and g2Bound. Also it indicates that with the 
original axioms the index sets for the complexity classes conform in a rough way. 
Unfortunately, Turing-reducibility is rather crude and allows sets with differing 
properties to be included within its degrees. On the other hand, 1-reducibility is 
much stricter and was pointed out above, sets in the same 1-degree possess the same 
recursively invariant properties. I f  all measures possessed 1-conformity, then patho- 
logical properties might be excluded. However, general measures do not conform, 
and this fact is shown in the following sequence of results. 
FACT. For any recursivc function t and r.e. class of total functions C, there is a 
measure q5 such that 
Rt r = C_. 
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COROLLARY. There are measures r which do not conform (on I2Rt*). 
Proof. Immediate from the above fact and the existence of r.e. classes of total 
functions whose index sets are not in the same 1-degree (e.g., ~2Bound and OConst.) 
These results point out some differences between index sets for complexity classes. 
The T-conformity theorem indicates that if a Turing machine is given a listing of an 
index set for one complexity class, then it can generate the index set for any other 
class. If the natural measures are used, then this can be done by a recursive function. 
Another interesting set defined from measures i the set of algorithms which are 
t-computable; the efficient presentation for Rt *. 
DEFINITION. The set of t-computable algorithms is defined: 
I, = {i ( M~ is total and q)i(x) ~ t(x) almost everywhere}. 
This set is contained in Z' 2 since its membership problem is easily written in Z' 2 form 
as follows: 
t ~ It* ~> q~i(x) <~ t(x) almost everywhere, 
r 3n[Vx(x > n => qbi(x ) <~ t(x)) ^  Vx ~ n3z(Mi(x ) halts in z steps)]. 
This is obviously a 273 form since bounded quantifiers can be eliminated. 
When tape and time are used as measures, the lt* for t(x) = constant are recursive 
(this allows minimal growth rate [2]), while for increasing t(x), Is* becomes L'~-complete 
(or lt* ----- OFinite). By slight modification both of these measures can be forced to 
conform on It*. The changes are quite reasonable and involve making each machine 
read or copy its input. The following theorem isproven for tape length but time can be 
used also. 
THEOREM 4. For M i which copy their inputs, L conforms (on ItL). 
Proof. The construction ofthe membership problem for lt* shown above indicates 
that It z is in Z' 2 and, therefore, It L 41 OFinite. 
In order to prove conformity on It L then the reduction ~gFinite <~1 It L must be 
demonstrated. This reduction of OFinite to It L is achieved by constructing a machine 
Mg(i) which copies down its input, then simulates M i upon this amount of tape. If 
Mi accepts anything new, then Mg(i) exceeds t(x) tape. Therefore, if 21///accepts a 
finite set, then Mg(i) stays within the amount of tape the input takes up almost 
everywhere. 
More formally, this is done by taking any M~ and constructing Mg(i) such that, when 
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given an input x, Mg(i) lays off x squares on the work tape, and simulates Mi on each 
of the inputs 0,..., x until, for each one, 
(a) x steps of the computation have been completed, or 
(b) M,(x) halts, or 
(c) Mi(x) requires more than x squares of tape. 
Then if M i halts on some input for the first time, Mo(i) uses more than t(x) amount 
of tape. Otherwise, Mo(i) halts. 
Therefore, 
i ~ OFinite .r M i halts on finite number of inputs, 
<:> Mg(i) exceeds t(x) tape a finite number of times, 
g(i) E It t. 
Since there are measures which have recursive, and 27~-complete I~ ~ even T-con- 
formity is out of the question for general measures. In fact, as the next sequence of 
results shows, the I~ ~ are spread out through 272 . 
LEMMA. For any set A % N and infinite, recursive set B = {bo, b 1 ,...}, the set 
C = {b~ I i ~ A} =--,,, A. 
Proof. (a) A 41Cv iag(x )  =bx;  
(b) Assume that z 6 A and then C ~<m A via 
~z if x q~ B 
g(x) 
if x = bi, 
and therefore C ~, ,  A. 
THEOREM 5. For any recursive t and r.e. set A, there is a measure 9 such that 
It r -~m A. 
Proof. Select an infinite set B = {b0, b 1 .... } such that all M~ are total functions. 
Then define the r.e. set C ~, ,  A from the lemma. 
Let C = {Co, c 1 ,...}, and for any ~, define 
t0 if i e  {Co,..., cx} 
~i(x) = ~i(x ) + t(x) + 1 otherwise. 
q5 is a measure since t is a recursive function, C is an r.e. set, and r is a measure. 
Also, from the lemma, 
It r = C ~-~A.  
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An extension of the techniques used in Theorems 1 and 5 can be used to produce a 
measure where, for every m-degree in Z' a u H 1 , there is some t such that It r is in 
that m-degree. This gives a rather ugly, layered structure to the index sets. 
Even though measures exist with irregularities or undesirable properties, these 
phenomena exist only in the complexity classes at the bottom of the hierarchy. An 
example of this is that as soon as the functions of finite support become t-computable 
(as they must sooner or later), then the complexity classes become r.e. [2]. As one would 
expect, all measures exhibit conformity above some point in the complexity hierarchy. 
DEFINITION. q~ conforms above t o (on g?Rt*) iff, for all recursive s > t o , 
DR, * ~ ~?R~. 
THEOREM 6. For every q) there is a recursive function to such that ~b conforms above 
t o (on •Rt*). 
Proof. The desired t o is such that R ~ contains the functions of finite support. to 
Then the proof proceeds like Theorem 2. 
In order to show conformity on It ~, the recursive relativity between measures 
(due to Blum [1]) is required. 
THEOREM 7 (Blum). For any measures r and ~, there is a recursive function f
such that, for almost all x and all i, 
9 i(x) <~ f(x,  q~i(x)) and ~,(x) <~ f(x,  q~(x)). 
THEOREM 8. For every q~ there is a recursive function t o such that q~ conforms 
above to (on I,~). 
Proof. This proof proceeds in the same manner as Theorem 4 with the 
required to(X ) - - f (x ,  x) where f is the function in the Theorem 7 with ~ = tape. 
This forces the relationship 
i E OFinite ~ g(i) ~ I ~ C It ~. E I~(x ,x )  ~ to - -  
In order to make the machine Mo(i), take more than t(x) steps in 9 an r.e. presen- 
tation for a class of total functions containing Rt ~ is selected and whenever Mi accepts 
a new input, then M~i) computes a value different from another member of the 
presentation. Thus 
i (s OFinite ~ g(t) r It r 
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5. CONFORMITY RELATIONSHIPS 
At first, one might expect to find some relationship between the two kinds of 
conformity which have been examined so far. A close look at time and tape length as 
measures reveals that conformity on g2Rt* does not imply conformity on It*. This 
seems reasonable since It* ranges over a larger area than g2Rt*. However, the reverse 
of this is not true either and is demonstrated in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 9. There is a measure which conforms on It* but does not conform on ORt*. 
Proof. Let {z 0 , z 1 ,...} be an infinite, recursive set of indicies for the zero function. 
Consider the measure which is defined: 
0 if i ~ zk and the same number of 
1 Mk(0),..., Mk(x) halt in x steps as 
~i(x) = ~ Mk(O),..., Mk(x -- 1) halted in x --  1 steps, 
[time (read input) otherwise. 
Obviously, Ro* = (zero function) since no machine which reads its input can operate 
in zero steps. 
Also, since the zero function can be computed in x steps, all of the remaining Rt ~ 
are the same as time. Therefore, 
DRo* -- {ilVx[Mi(x) = 0]} --1 0N, 
while every other f2Rt* ~1 g2Bound. Therefore, q) does not conform on f2Rt*. 
But q~ does conform on It ~ and this is accomplished for I0" by the following 
reduction: 
k ~ OFinite ~ ~nVy > n[Mk(y) does not halt] 
.~ 3nVy > n[q~zk(y ) = 0] 
"r '~k C 10"" 
A recursive function mapping k into zk is rather easily found and so all It* --~i OFinite. 
For natural measures uch as tape and time, the set It* is 1 --  1 redicible to ~2Rt*. 
This means that there is a recursive function which maps It* into QRt*. This is not 
true, however, for the measure constructed in Theorem 9. Another interesting aspect 
of tape and time (when inputs are read and copied) is that both It* and ~2Rt* are in 
the same Turing degree of unsolvability. The following triology points out some of 
the reasons for this. Unfortunately, the converses are false and this is easily seen by 
examining some of the previous theorems. 
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THEOREM 10. For every measure O, Itr ~r  QRt ~. 
Proof. Since It ~ ~ X2, then Itr <~r OFinite and, as was pointed out in the T-con- 
formity theorem, OFinite <~r QRt r 
THEOREM 11. I f  q~ conforms (on Ire), then It* =--r ORt r 
Proof. Conformity on It r implies that It ~ =--r ~gFinite. 
THEOREM 12. I f  q) conforms (on Rt a') then 1~  ~ 12Rt ~. 
Proof. Conformity on g2Rt r implies that I2Rt* ~1 g2Bound and 
OFinite <~1 ~2Bound. [9]. 
Since the work of Blum [1], the definition of complexity classes have been defined 
with an "almost everywhere" clause. This has been justified by stating that for most 
natural measures, the classes are equivalent to those defined with an "everywhere" 
clause if output operations are ignored. However, there are some differences and several 
interesting facts are noted here. 
DEFINITION. The class of t-computable functions: 
St r = ( f l  3Mi = f and Vx[qbi(x ) ~ t(x)]}. 
DEFINITION. The set of t-computable algorithms: 
H, r = (i l Vx[q2,(x) <~ t(x)]}. 
One thing which should be noted immediately is that H, r is a 1/1 set and 12St ~ 
(like 12R, r is a 2' 3 c~//a set. Several other obvious facts are stated in the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. (a) lit r <~ll2St r 
(b) St 9 C Rt r 
(c) H~r C I~ r
Most other correspondences between the two definitions are false. There are 
measures and reeursive t for which H~ r <~1 I~ ~, It r <~1 Ht r $2St r ~x $2R~ r and 
g2R~ r <~1 g2St ~" 
As before, there are several limits on the irregularitites present in measures. The 
following theorem corresponds to several previous results. 
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THEOREM 13. For any qb there are recursive t 1 and t 2 such that 
(a) Ht ~ 41 I t  s for all t > tl , 
(b) t2St ~ ~1 I2Rt ~ for all t > t 2 . 
One of the important questions in automata theory has always been whether things 
are recursively enumerable. However, answering this question does not provide much 
information, and more specific attributes of enumeration must be studied. In [19], 
Young looked at the speed of enumeration and provided some additional properties 
of computation. 
Of interest here are the relationships between presentations of complexity classes 
and the sets of t-computable algorithms. The first result in this area was exhibited by 
McCreight and Mayer [12]. 
THEOREM 14. For any q~ there is a recursive g such that for sufficiently large t 
there is a subset of lh ~ [where h(x) = g(t(x), x)] which is an r.e. presentation of Rt ~. 
For some measures, this function g could conceivably grow quite quickly, so that 
these presentations may contain many algorithms which are nowhere near t-com- 
putable. But viewed with a version of the Gap Theorem [2], an immediate corollary 
insures that some complexity classes are presentable in t-computable form. 
THEOREM 15. (Weak Gap). 
large t such that 
[where h(x) = g(t(x), x)]. 
For any qb and every recursive g there are arbitrarily 
It ~ = Ih ~ 
COROLLARY. For any qb there are arbitrarily large recursive t such that there is a 
subset of lt ~ which is an r.e. presentation for Rt ~. 
The next step is to ask whether all measures produce complexity classes which 
have no r.e. presentations that contain only t-computable algorithms. This is not true, 
since Landweber and Robertson [15] produce an algorithm based upon [12] which 
generates r.e. subsets of It L which present Rt L. This proof (with minor modifications) 
is also valid for time as a measure. 
An interesting fact is that this result does not apply to St L and Ht L. This is shown in 
the following sequence. 
LEMMA. l f  r.e. presentation for Rt L (or St L) is a subset of Hi L, then there is a recursive g
not much larger than t such that 
Rg'~ _ RtL # (~. 
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Proof. This will be basically adiagonalization procedure. The function g mentioned 
above will be g(x) = c(x) 9 t(x) + x for all inputs x. 
Let d = {a 0 , a 1 ,...} be the r.e. presentation fR~ L and let all ak be members of H~ r. 
Then define the machine M which will diagonalize over the complexity class Rt L as 
follows: 
When presented with the input x, machine M 
(a) Lays off x squares of tape. 
(b) Produces the integer k, the xth number in the sequence 
0,0, 1,0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 3, 0,... 
(c) Writes down a description of machine M% if this is possible within x tape 
squares. If not, then halts with an output of zero. 
(d) If step (c) was completed successfully, then simulate M% on the tape 
adjoining the description and output a different answer. This procedure obviously 
produces afunction which is not in Rt L since sooner or later step (c) will be completed 
for every integer. This machine computes within x space for (a), (b), and (c). The step 
(d) is computed using c(x) 9 t(x) space for the simulation. (c(x) is a constant used to do 
the encoding of symbols for M%.) Therefore this machine is in the class R~ L, but not in 
Rt L. 
This lemma also holds for time as a measure with a few minor modifications. When 
coupled with the Gap theorem the following results emerges: 
THEOREM 16. There are arbitrarily large recursive t such that no subset of l it  z is 
an r.e. representation of Rt L. 
Proof. Immediate from the lemma and the Gap theorem. 
6. RESTRICTIONS ON MEASURES (TOWARDS A NEW AXIOM) 
From the evidence in the last section and in the literature it could be assumed that 
the original two axioms are too weak to characterize the natural measures of compu- 
tation. Some new requirement must be added to the axioms in order to eliminate 
measures with undesirable properties. 
In this section constraints are placed upon complexity classes to force conformity. 
These results are given here without proof since they involve reducibility arguments 
common in recursion theory. However for the interested reader, these proofs appear 
in [lO, 11]. 
Initially, due to the T-conformity theorem and the fact that any nonempty class of 
recursive functions is above ON, strict upper and lower bounds can be found for 
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complexity classes. This location corresponds to the diamond containing (d) and the 
area around (c) in Fig. 1. 
The next step is to require that all complexity classes be recursively enumerable. 
This seems to be a rather reasonable restriction since it is true of "natural" measures. 
Now the complexity classes are confined to a band between (d) and (c) in Fig. 1. 
Since conformity has not been achieved, another constraint seems to be in order. 
This condition involves finite invariance (or finite patching) which implies r.e.-ness 
and is stated as follows: 
I f  two functions differ at only a finite number of places then they must be in the same 
complexity class. 
Finally, conformity is achieved and all index sets of complexity classes with the 
above property belong to the 1-degree indicated by (d) in Fig. 1. This happens to 
be the 1-degree of QBound, and naturally all ~2R, T and ~Rt L belong to it also. 
Since measures for subrecursive hierarchies have become popular lately [4, 6], some 
remarks concerning them are included. Most of the results shown above can be 
duplicated for subrecursive schemes, and the notion of conformity carries over. An 
interesting fact is that even in the subrecursive hierarchies, finite invariance is required 
to provide conformity. 
7. CONCLUSION 
The major problem with general measures is that the desirable properties which 
some measures possess are not found in all measures. Therefore, it is desirable to 
isolate those measures which are natural and do not have any pathological properties. 
One way to do this is to require that the complexity classes defined from measures 
have all identical properties. This was the rationale behind the definition of conformity, 
and therefore conformity seems to be a reasonable criterion for measures or any other 
axiom system. 
From the phenomena exhibited previously, it would seem that a new axiom is 
needed. I f  this axiom were that every complexity class contains all the finite variants 
of at least one function, then conformity would be achieved. However, this is a 
restriction on complexity classes and is not an axiom in the spirit of the Blum axioms 
for measures. Possibly, some further restriction on measures themselves could provide 
complexity classes with the finite variants that are required. 
Quite often when pathological problems exist in complexity hierarchies, it has 
been shown that they exist only in the lower levels of the hierarchy. This means that 
almost all of the complexity classes for any measure belong to the same 1-degree, and 
that the measure conforms "almost everywhere." Conditions that occur in all but a 
finite number of places are accepted in automata theory as being desirable in most 
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cases. In fact, the definition of the complexity classes Rt * contains an "almost every- 
where" clause. 
But, in complexity hierarchies, the functions which are easiest o compute, and that 
are computed most often, occur at the bottom. These very functions are the ones 
computed in "real life" and therefore are quite important. Facts about their complexity 
should be meaningful, and so measures used should not have any pathological 
properties, even for a few classes at the bottom of the hierarchy. 
Some open problems and areas for further study are as follows. 
(a) Conformity on It ~ should be studied by placing restraints on the axioms for 
measures. 
(b) Theorem 16 and the preceding lemma should hold for general measures. 
I f  this is true, then a partial or mini-compression theorem could be proven. 
(c) Possibly some properties of classes of recursive functions (along the lines 
of those in Dekker and Myhill) could be formulated which would have some 
significance when applied to Rt ~. 
(d) The criterion of conformity might profitably be applied to axiom systems 
in other areas of automata theory. 
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